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Abstract: Background: Congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) is a developmental defect of the diaphragm that 

allows abdominal viscera to herniate into the chest. Diaphragmatic hernia prevalence in neonates also varied 

significantly according to geographical location. Affected neonates usually present in the first few hours of life with 

respiratory distress that may be mild or so severe as to be incompatible with life. Objective: The aim of this study 

is to describe the epidemiology of diaphragmatic hernia among neonates using data from evidence based on 

previous study that are having high quality data concerning this subject. Methodology: systemic review of the 

literature was performed through the Midline database up to the date of 2015 December, and the data execrated 

from these studies will be analysis, to investigate the approximate prevalence of CDH among infants worldwide. 

Result: congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) has frequently appeared in the medical literature since its first 

description in the early 18th century, Conclusion: Congenital diaphragmatic hernia is a relatively common birth 

defect. And strongly associated with an increased risk of adverse pregnancy, foetal and neonatal outcomes, These 

findings may be helpful in counselling pregnancies affected by CDH. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

Congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) is a frequent malformation characterized by the existence of a diaphragmatic 

defect located mostly in posterolateral side through which abdominal viscera will migrate into the chest. Congenital 

diaphragmatic hernia is a relatively common birth defect. It affects about 1114 babies a year in the United States. 

Reported survival averages 60% but may be significantly lower. Neonates with innate diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) keep 

on having a high mortality in spite of late advances in pre-birth analysis, maternal transport, neonatal revival, and 

concentrated consideration. (Adzick NS et al, 1985) The high mortality in these newborn children has been ascribed to 

respiratory inadequacy auxiliary to pneumonic hypoplasia and aspiratory hypertension created by herniation of viscera 

into the mid-section amid basic phases of pneumonic improvement. (Harrison MR et al, 1980) examines have 

demonstrated that prenatally determined CDH is related to have a mortality of more than 80% regardless of most extreme 

customary treatment.(Benacrarraf BR et al, 1987) preceding decades, endeavors have been made to rectify CDH in utero 

as an answer for the issue of high mortality from this condition. Past reports have noticed that the occurrence of related 

abnormalities in babies with CDH is to a great degree low. This data depended on studies including patients with CDH 

seen at the referral focus and does exclude stiliborns or liveborns who kicked the bucket before exchange to the referral 

focus. Different studies, have demonstrated that countless with CDH have major related oddities. 

2.   OBJECTIVES 

The wide range life threatening complication caused by Diaphragmatic hernia among neonates are significantly high, due 

to that this study come from the importance of this topic, The main purpose of this study is to review the Epidemiology of 

Diaphragmatic hernia among neonates worldwide. And also comes to evaluate the mortality rate among this population, 

and to review also the causes that could lead to more Congenital diaphragmatic hernia in infants. 

3.   METHODOLOGY 

We conducted a review of the literature by searching throughout the Midline (US national medical library, pubmed) up to 

2015 December; We will be conducting a literature search study throughout the midline (US national medical library, 

pubmed) up to 2015 December; we will be performing a systemic review of most important studies that were discussing 
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Epidemiology of CDH among neonates, all these studies will be included which have relatively high quality in analysis 

the prevalence of CDH and its complications. The search terms which will be used in our literature search through the 

database are; neonates, infants Prevalence, Survival, congenital diaphragmatic hernia, all these studies will be included 

which have relatively high quality in analysis the prevalence of CDH and its complications. The search terms which will 

be used in our literature search through the database are; neonates, infants Prevalence, Survival, congenital diaphragmatic 

hernia. 

4.   RESULTS 

In the study of (Wright JC et al, 2011) have showed a result as total of 194 cases of CDH were distinguished from 

547,025 births; a birth prevalence of 3.5/10,000. Overall 1-year survival was 42%. Altogether, 69% of cases resulted in a 

live birth, of these 61% made due to 1 year; 73% were diagnosed antenatally and 22% postnatally, with 1-year survivals 

30% and 71%, individually. A total of 54% were isolated cases and 46% associated with another anomaly, with all the 

more live births (80% versus 56%) and better 1-year survival (62% versus 19%) with isolated CDH. Overall, just 83 

babies were conceived alive with an isolated CDH: the main gathering suitable for consideration in a RCT. Taking 

everything into account, given the small quantities of live isolated CDH cases it is inconceivable that any system alone 

would have the capacity to perform a valid RCT of treatments, highlighting the requirement for collaborative international 

trials to address this intricate condition. 

(Kaiser JR et al, 1999) conducted study that has resulted in occurrence of CDH was 1 in 4,200 live births; overall survival 

rate was 51%. Thirty-two (74%) neonates experienced surgical repair, frequently at less than 8 hours of life; postoperative 

mortality rate was 31%. Eighteen (42%) had coinciding major anomalies or chromosomal abnormalities. Eighty percent 

of neonates with isolated CDH survived, whereas 89% with CDH and associated imperfections passed on. Nonsurvivors 

had lower birth weights and Apgar scores, were more acidotic, and had more serious respiratory bargain. At the point 

when best preoperative pH was > or = 7.25 or PaCO2 < or = 50 mm Hg, 80% of neonates survived.  There was a study 

among 2.5 million California births, 1989-1997. Done by (Yang W et al, 2006) showed that the overall prevalence of 

CDH was 2.49 for each 10,000 live and stillbirths and did not vary over the study period. Isolated cases, which accounted 

for 58% of cases, revealed a prevalence of 1.45 for each 10,000. Heart malformations were the most successive major 

anomalies accompanying CDH. We watched a lower danger of isolated CDH among blacks. Advanced maternal age 

bunches had a higher danger for nonisolated CDH. Multiparous ladies had a tendency to have a lower danger for 

nonisolated CDH. Male infants and various births had an increased danger for isolated and nonisolated CDH. Infant 

mortality was somewhat decreased over the study period.  (D. Gallot et al,2006) performed a review study of all cases of 

CDH enrolled in the Central-Eastern France Birth Defects Registry from 1986 to 2003 (). Distinguishing Five hundred 

and one cases of CDH were recognized from a total of 1 835 022 live births (2.7 cases for each 10 000 live births). The 

overall prenatal identification rate was 54%. There was a significant increase after some time in the recognition rate 

mainly for associated CDH and left-sided CDH (P < 0.0001), and in the extent of neonates conveyed in tertiary focuses (P 

< 0.0001). The overall survival rate at discharge was 47% and this increased significantly after some time for isolated 

CDH (P = 0.04), whereas it was lower and remained stable for associated CDH (P = 0.64). The TOP rate for isolated 

CDH did not vary significantly in contrast to that for associated CDH cases in which the TOP rate increased after some 

time, logically replacing the neonatal death rate (P = 0.01). 

5.   CONCLUSION 

Our observations add to the relatively among the previous demonstrated studies that were discussing epidemiologic of the 

prevalence and mortality of congenital diaphragmatic hernia among infants are showing that the conduction become a 

very dangerous and common complication at birth due to the interrupting of abdominal organs into thoracic cavity 

causing dysfunction to the most important vital organs. 
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